
FBI Failure to Have Oswald on S.lI. List ov "at 

1. Oswald’s mail box instructions 

2. Malley 11/24/’63 at 8:50 P.M. (CST) to File 89-43-440 notes that word from 

SOG was that LBJ and Hoover want to go ahead with Report (Oswald acted ) 

and (Ruby acted alone). .. .Official story is all sowed up... 

3. Paul Hoch’s Notes on Oswald and why he was not on S.I. 

4. Belmont to Tolosn 10/9/’64 blistering attack on Carr’s Texas Inquiry 

5. Belmont to Tolson 11/22/63 105=82555-77 ***** Belmont notes at 3:50 

P.M. from Dallas Office (Must mean FBI Dallas) :all the particulars that cried 

out for him to have been on the S.I. and his presence in Dallas when JFK 

came made clear to the Secret Service. 

6. Branigan to Sullivan 11/22/’68 file no. obliterated. It is follow up to Belmont 

to Tolson 11/22/’63 at 3:50 P.M. *** See Hall note re: this document. 

7. Wannall to Sullivan 11/23/’63 (62-109060-NR, S. 7) Lays out FBI’s actions 

against FPCC..... Bureau not out to lunch, etc defense.... 

8. Deloach to Mohr, 11/23/’63 (62-109060-228 (S. 3) This is the business of 

Chief Curry slamming the FBI at press conference 11:25 A.M. for not telling 

the Dallas PD of Oswald’s presence in Dallas. . ..and then Curry’s forced 

retraction under Hoover threats. 8 A Rosen to Belmont for more on this 

story whose purpose was to clear the FBI of coverup... 

9. Brennan to Sullivan 12/12/63 62-109060-1862 (S. 25) This notes just what 

the FBI turned over to the SS re: JFK’s Dallas trip. 

10. Sullivan to Director 11/30/’63 (62-1090600-2053, S. 31) Sullivan tries to 

make case that FBI did all expected of it in alerting the SS re: JFK’s Dallas 

trip. Pathetic. ...
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11.Gale to Tolson, 12/9/’63 62-109060-NR (original was 62-27799-436) Read 

carefully for Gale’s recommendations to expand names added to SI. ***** It 

.12. Jones to DeLoach 6/18/64 (105-82555-NR ) Ruth Paine cited in Redbook 

interview about how the FBI reached out to Marina to protect her, etc. Pure 

crap. 

/13\ Evans to Belmont 11/27/’63 (62-109060-1491. S. 19) FBI will make no 

comment on the SS’s performance in Dallas. 

14. Tolson to Director 11/27/’63 (105-82555-2894 S. 118) Tolson 

recommends that FBI prepare a prep program for any FBI agent(s) called 

before a Commission to investigate Dallas on how to respond to issues of 

liaison between SS and FBI on matters of presidential security. Hoover 

agrees strongly. .. 

15. Milton Kaack to SAC, New Orleans 11/26/’63 (105-82555-942 S. 44) 

Kaack explains why Oswald was not placed on S.|. based on NO records). 

16. Hoover to Rankin 5/4/64 105-82555-3561 This represents the FBI’s 

pre-assassination file on Oswald. Some 69 items are listed. Might be worth 

a review if | get into this area.



is astonishing what he recommends. .. .These suggestions should have 

been in place long ago. . . .Read carefully the categories he suggests to add 

to list. 

12. Deloach to Mohr 12/2/’63 62-109060-NR S. 17). See Pearson and other 

news stories tear into FBI for failure to alert the Dallas police (& SS) about 

Oswald presence in Dallas and in TSBD. Hoover note: Hoover cannot 

“contradict Pearson.”
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